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Abstract 
Lu, X., A characterization on n-critical economical generalized tic-tat-toe games, Discrete 
Mathematics 110 (1992) 197-203. 
There is a so called generalized tic-tat-toe game playing on a finite set X with winning sets 
A,, A,, , A,. Two players, F and 5, take in turn a previous untaken vertex of X, with F 
going first. The one who takes all the vertices of some winning set first wins the game. Erdos 
and Selfridge proved that if IAll = iA,/ = t = IA,,, = n and m < 2”. ‘, then the game is a 
draw. This result is best possible in the sense that once m = 2”-‘, then there is a family 
A,, A,, , A, so that F can win. In this paper we characterize all those sets A,, , A,,-I 
so that F can win in exactly n moves. We also get similar result in the biased games. 
1. Introduction 
Let X be a finite set, H = {A,, A,, . . . , A,} E 2x be an n-uniform set system, 
i.e. IA( = n for each A E H. Each A E H is called a winning set. There are two 
players, F and S, with F going first, taking any unselected vertex of X in turn, the 
one who gets all the vertices of a winning set A E H first wins the game. This is 
called a generalized ‘tic-tat-toe’ game. Intutitively, F has more advantages by 
going first. By a so called ‘strategy stealing argument’, one can be convinced that 
F has at least a strategy forcing a draw. As a consequence, S has no hope to win 
in the game, theoretically. Therefore, in each generalized ‘tic-tat-toe’ game, S has 
to face a lose or a draw. 
The ‘strategy stealing argument’ goes as follows. Suppose S has a winning 
strategy, then F could steal it as follows: After a random first move, he could 
pretend to be the second player, ignoring his first move. Notice that the first 
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move cannot harm him at all, therefore he can win by stealing S’s winning 
strategy, which implies that S cannot have any winning strategy at all. 
Although the game is not in favor of S, he can force a draw in many situations. 
Indeed, Erdiis and Selfridge [3] proved the following remarkable result. 
Theorem 1. In the generalized tic-tat-toe game, if VA E H, JAJ = n, and IHI = 
m < 2”-l, then S (as a second player) can force a draw. 
The proof is by the so called ‘weight function method’. For the convenience of 
the reader, we give a proof here. Before proceeding the proof, we list some 
notations. Let H be a set system on X, we define 
w(A) = 2-lA’, VAEH; 
w(H)= c w(A); 
AEH 
w(x)= c w(A), VXEX; 
AeH,xeA 
W(X,Y)’ c w(A), vx, y EX. 
A~H,{x.y)d 
We also use w (A ( H), w(x ) H) or w(x, y 1 H) to indicate that the weight 
function depends on H. 
Proof. Assume in the first i moves of F, he took x1, ~2, . . . , Xi-l, xi, and in the 
first i - 1 moves of S, he took y,, y2, . . . , yi_l, what is the next move of S? In 
other words, what is Yi? We define 
Hi={A-{xi,~z,. . . )Xi} (A EH,A~ {YI,_Y~, . . . jyi-l}=O}. 
And let Yi be a vertex of Xi=X-{Xi,. . . >Xipyly.. . yyi-l} such that 
W(Y, 1 Xi) = max{w(x ( Hi), x E Xi}- Let H, denote the final set system, in the 
sense that no more move can be done by each player. It is obvious that w(H,) < 1 
will guarantee a draw for S. Thus, if the following two conditions are satisfied, 
then S will force a draw. 
(a) w(K) < 1 
(b) w(Hi+,) c w(Hi), Vi 3 1 
Condition (a) is guaranteed by the theorem, since w(H,) < m2-“+l< 1. For 
(b), we have 
(c) W(Hi+i) = w(Hi) - W(Yi ] Hi) + W(Xi+i )Hi) - W(Xi+ir Yi ) Hi) s w(e), by the 
choice of yj. This completes the proof of the theorem. 0 
Now, naturally, the following question is asked: For what n-uniform set system 
H, IHI =m =2”-l, S can still force a draw? More precisely, we have the 
following problem. 
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Problem. Characterize all n-uniform set systems H such that F can win in the 
generalized tic-tat-toe game. 
In Section 2 we will give a partial solution to this problem and in Section 3 we 
are going to answer similar questions to biased games. 
2. Main result 
Let T, be a rooted binary tree such that every path from the root to an end has 
length n - 1. We call x in level i if the path from the root to x has length i - 1. 
Two vertices in the same level are called brothers if they have a common 
neighbour. A vertex x is called an ancestor of a vertex y if the path from the root 
to y pass through x, and y is called a descendant of x. 
An assignment of names to all vertices of T, is called a labeling. We call a 
labeling good if it satisfies the following two conditions: 
(1) Any two brothers get different names; 
(2) For any vertex x, the descendants of x cannot get same name as his or his 
brothers. 
To any good labeling of T,, we can get an n-uniform set system H as follows: 
the vertex set X is the names of vertices of T,, and for each path P from the root 
to an end, A(P) =X n V(P) is a set of H, where V(P) is the vertex set of P. Any 
H so obtained is called a binary tree set system, or an n-binary tree set system, 
more precisely. 
In a generalized tic-tat-toe game defined above, F needs at least n moves to 
assure a win. It will be nice if he can win in exactly n moves, in this case, we call 
the game an economical game. Let H be an n-uniform set system, IH) = m = 
2”-l, and F can win the game in n moves, then we call H is an n-critical 
economical set system. In an effort to answer the problem raised above, the 
following partial result is obtained. 
Theorem 2. H is an n-critical economical set system if and only if it is a binary tree 
set system. 
Proof. If H is a binary tree set system, then of course F can win in n moves. 
Now, assume F can win in n steps, we prove that H must be a binary tree set 
system. We prove it by induction on n, the base case n = 2 being trivial. Let S use 
the same strategy as described in the proof of Theorem 1. Then we have (xI is the 
first move of F): 
I = x,t&EH 2Y+’ + X,e,C,EH2-” = (2n-1 - m’)2--n+L + m’2-” 
= 1 - m’2-” 
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where m’= I{A (AEH, xl$A}I. If m’>O, this will result at least a draw for S, 
so m’=O. Since 1= w(H,) 3 w(&) >. . . s w(H,) = 1, we have w(H,) = 
w(H,) = 1. But w(&) = w(H,) + w(x2 1 HI) - w(y, 1 H,) - W(Q, y, 1 HI), hence 
W(.Q 14) = W(Y~ ( HA W(G Y, 1 4) = 0. Th erefore, there is no set A E H that 
contains both x2 and y,. Partition H = B U C U D where 
B={AEHIx+A}, 
C={AEHI~,EA}, 
D = {A E H 1 A f~ {xl, yl} = O}. 
Now, F must be able to win in n - 1 moves in B - {x1} = {A - {x,} I A E B}, 
therefore IBI = IB - {x,}l 3 2”-‘. Since w(q 1 HJ = w(y, 1 H,), so ]C] 3 2n-2, 
hence ID ] = 0, and I BI = ICI = 2”-2. By induction hypothesis, B - {xl} is an n - 1 
binary tree set system, also (since S could choose x2 in stead of yJ, C - {yl} is an 
n - 1 binary tree set system, therefore, H is an n binary tree set system as 
desired. Thus we complete our proof. 0 
3. Biased games 
Let X be a finite set, H a set system on X, not necessary uniform. The 
following biased game is played by F and S, with F going first. They take 
previously untaken vertices of X, with F taking p vertices per move and S taking 
q vertices per move. F wins if he takes all vertices of some winning set A E H, 
otherwise, S wins. Therefore, S’s aim is to keep F from getting the whole set A 
for any A E H. The following result, due to Beck [l], is a generalization of 
Theorem 1. 
Theorem 3. If 
c (1 + q)-‘A”p < l/(1 + q), 
then S has a winning strategy. 
Now, we introduce a family of n-uniform set system with n = kp. 
Let T = Tq+l,k be a (q + 1)-ary rooted tree such that every path from the root 
to an end has length k - 1. We say a vertex x of T is in level i if the path from the 
root to x has length i - 1. Two vertices x and y in the same level are called 
brothers if they have a common neighbour y is called a descendant of x if the path 
from the root to y contains x. 
Next, for each x E V(T), where V(T) is the vertex set of T, we replace x with a 
set f(x) = {fi(x>, Mx), . . . ,f,(x)>. We say h(x) and J(Y), 1 s i, i sp, are 
brothers if x =y or x and y are brothers in T. i(y) is a descendant of h(x) if y is a 
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descendant of x in T. A labeling of (T, f) is an assignment of names to 
U x,vct,f(x). A labeling is good if it satisfies the following two conditions: 
(1) Brothers get different names, and 
(2) Vx E V(T), the descendants of J(x) cannot have the same name as his or 
his brothers’s. 
To a good labeling of (T, f), we can associate it a kp-uniform set system H as 
follows: X is the set of all names, and to a path P from the root to an end in T, 
say P=xlxz.. *xk, then A(P) = IJlGi<kf(Xi). For convenience, we call the so 
obtained set system a labeling set system. 
In Theorem 3, if H is n = kp-uniform, then we get the following result. 
If m < (1 + q)k-l, then S has a winning strategy. 
As we did in section 2, we are going to characterize those H such that 
IHI = m = (1 + q)k-l and F can win the game in k moves. The following result is 
obtained. 
Theorem 4. Let n = kp, and H an n-uniform set system with m = (1 + q)kp’. 
Then F can win in k moves if and only if H is a labeling set system. 
Since the proof of Theorem 3 is helpful to the proof of Theorem 4, we are 
going to give a proof here (see [l]). We give some notations first. Let (X, H) be a 
set system, U, V c X, x E X. Define: 
f (II, V, H) = AGHF”V=O (I+ C’A-U’, 
f (U, V, H, x) = 
A&&&./, (I + E”)-‘A-U’ 
where ,M = (1 + q)‘lp - 1. Notice the following two relations are true: 
(1) f (U, V U Ix,>, H, ~2) cf (K V, H, ~2) 
(2) f(U’J {xJ> V, H, x,)c(l +p)f(U V, H, G) 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let xi, XT, . . . , x$’ and y,‘, y?, . . . , y4 denote the vertices 
chosen by F and S at the ith move, respectively, and define 
x; = {x:, x:, . . . ) xy, . . . , xi’, x:, . . . , xf}, 
y = {Y:, Y?, . . . , Y7, . . . 9 Y!, Y2, . . . , Y?), 
Xj.j=Xi U {X!+lj . . . ,v Xi+,}, yi,i= x u {Yil+,, . . . , Yi+J, 
Hi = {A - Xi 1 A E H, A fl Yj_l = 0} 
and H, be the final set system. Let g(Hi) = f (Xi, yI_,, H) = xAEH, (1 + p)-‘“I. 
Certainly, if g(K) < 1, then S wins, therefore, the following two conditions will 
guarantee S’s win: 
(3) g(HJ < I 
(4) g(Hi+i) 6 g(Hi), vi 2 1. 
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(3) is guaranteed by the theorem since g(H,) G m(1 + cl)-‘+ = ~(1 + 
4) -‘+I < 1. To guarantee (4), the player S, at his ith move, computes the value 
f(X,, ~--l,k-l, H, y) for each y E X - (Xi U Yi_-l,k_-l) and then picks y” for which 
the maximum is attained, 1 G k s q. Now we will verify (4). We have 
(5) g(Hi+l) =g(ti) - CR=lf(XiP &-1,/c-l> HY yF) + PC~=)=lf(Xi,j-l, XJ Hi x{+l) 
By (l), we have 
(6) f(Xi, x-l,k, H, Y”“) sf(Xi, J’_l,k-ly H, Y”“), 1 G k S q - 1. 
On the other hand, using the maximum property of y”, we have 
(7) f(X,, L-l.k--lr H, Y:+‘) ~.f(&, K-,+-l, H, Y”), 1 c k s q - 1. 
Combining (6) and (7) we obtain 
(8) f(X, Yi-i,k, H, y”“) sf(Xi, K_-l,k--l, H, y”), 1 G k s q - 1. 
We get similarly 
(9) f(Xi, yi, H, x:::) sf(Xi, Yi-l,q-l, H, yq), for each 0 s j cp - 1, and by 
(2) we get 
(10) f(Xi,j, KY H, X) s (I+ P)f(&,j-lr K, H, x), 1 cj sp 
By repeated application of (8) we obtain 
(11) f(X, Yi-i.q-12 H, Y?) sf(&, Yi-l.j-i, H, Yi), 1 c j c 4. 
By (10) and (9), we get 
(12) f(Xi,j, Kyi, H, x{::) =Z (I + ~yfif(X, K, H, x:1:) 
6 (1 + ,U)‘f(Xi, Yi_l,q_l, H, yy) for each 0 s j up - 1. 
Returning now to (5), by (11) and (12) we conclude 
g(Hi+l) cg(Hi) - (4 -‘Z1 ~l(l+ PY)f(Z, K-l q-lr H, YY) =g(H,), 
j=O 
This proves Theorem 3. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4. If H is a labeling set system, then certainly F can win the 
game in k moves. Now we assume that F can win in k moves, and we want to 
show that H is a labeling set system. We prove it by induction on k, the base case 
k = 1 being trivial. Now k 3 2. F uses the same strategy as that used in the proof 
of Theorem 3. Since m = (1 + q)k-l, we get g(H,) G 1, the equality holds if and 
only if X, G A, VA E H. Since F wins the game, we have g(H,) >g(HJ 2 - . - 2 
g(H,) s 1, this implies g(H,) = 1, and so X1 LA, VA E H, thus from (6) to (12) 
the equalities must hold. These equalities imply the following results: 
(a) VA E H, IA n {y:, . . . , yf}l s 1, by (6). 
(b) f(X,, 0, xi) =f(X,, 0, y’l), for 1 c i cp, 1 sj s q, by (9). 
Consider the partition 
where H’={AlAeH, Any’,#0}, lciGq, HY+‘={A(A~H, X,CA, 
A II Y, = 0} and H’ is the rest. Then F must be able to win in the set system 
Hq+ -X, = {A -X1 1 A E H,+l} in (k - 1) moves, and H4+’ -XL is (k - l)p- 
uniform. Hence, lH9+‘1 2 (1-t q)k-2, by (a) and (b) we get lH’l2 (1 + q)k-2, for 
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lsisq, thus [WI =O, and IHil = (1 + q)k-2, therefore Hq+l - X1 is a labeling 
set system. Notice that S could choose xi instead of yi, this implies that Hi - X, 
is also a labeling set system. Therefore, H itself must be a labeling set system. 
Thus we proved our theorem. 0 
4. A final remark 
One might expect that Theorem 2 contains all those critical set systems. In 
other words, if H is an n-uniform set system with 2”-’ distinct sets and F can win 
the game (not necessary in n moves), then H must be a binary tree set system. It 
would be very nice if it was the case. However, it turns out that the expectation is 
too much, as the following example will show. 
Example. 
n = 4, X = (1, 2, . . . , 9}, H = {A,, . . . , As} 
where 
Ar = {I, 2, 4, 71, AZ = {I, 2, 5, 81, A3 = {I, 2, 6, 91, 
A, = {I, 3, 4,7), A5 = {I, 3, 5, g>, & = {I, 3, 6, 91, 
A, = {I, 4, 5, 61, A, = (1, 7, 8, 9}. 
In this example, F can win in 5 moves, and H is not a binary tree set system. 
Therefore, it seems more intricate and interesting to find all those critical n- set 
systems. 
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